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SUGGESTIONS TO THE INSTRUCTOR

The present video-based exercises are aimed at developing
non-interactive listening comprehension, or more specifically,
understanding authentic broadcast television. I have chosen
such a specific goal for two reasons. The first derives from
an oft-forgotten axiom: let technology do what it can do best.
Instructional video is television's own flesh and blood. What
better use for FL video than as a resource for teaching
students to undertand what is said over the world's most
widespread and influential medium of communication in the
language at hand? Second, precisely because television is the
medium it is, learning to understand what it is saying and how
it is saying it is in and of itself an important goal.

The thinking behind the various exercises is explained in
the student introduction (in the following section). However,
I would summarize the main points as follows:

EVerything on tape is authentic broadcast Russian. Nothing
is adapted. The trick to using real Russian is not to adapt
the script, but to adjust the task required of the student.
Tasks are basically of two types: preparatory and sensitizing.

Preparatory exercises focus the students' attention on what
will be said in advance, helping them to predict what they will
hear and what to look for. Most common among such items are
background points, preparatory questions, and vocabulary lists.

Sensitizing exercises help students to get accustomed to
what they have heard so that they will be able to understand
similarly constructed items in the future. Such exercises
involve recombining elements of the report on which they are
currently working. These include word searches, cloze
dictation and deriving meaning from context.

There is no "best" way to plug these exercises into a
curriculum, but I '.:ould make several basic recommendations:

1. Students should do television exercises at home or in the
language lab, not in class. I recommend that students read
all the exercises first and then go to the language lab
where they can work at their own pace.
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2. Give students ungraded feedback in English. In a number of
institutions the instructor assigns a due date for a set of
exercises. That due date is set aside for class discussion
of the exercises in English. At that time, the instructor
covers each of the exercises one by one, finding out how
much the class was able to do on its own. This activity is
informal in nature and not graded, except as to whether or
not students attempted the work.

I strongly recommend that the instructor review the
exercises in English. These are not speaking exercises.
Rather, students are learning to comprehend media-authentic
scripts read at levels far beyond their ability to
communicate. Asking students who speak at the Novice and
Intermediate levels to comment in detail in the target
language interferes with the goal of teaching audio
comprehension and widening cultural horizons. Discussion
in English encourages student inquisitiveness into the
cultural backdrop (with both big and small "C") of the
reports.

I recommend that the informal atmosphere of class
discussion also extend to correction of specific student
answers, especially where grammatical accuracy is neither
the prime goal, nor within the students' grasp. For
example, in a cloze exercise where the correct answer is
COCTOSTROCb, students should not be told that they got the
wrong answer if they shout out COCTORMHCb. After all, the
point of such a drill is to give students an ability to
recognize that expression, not to put it into their active
vocabulary. It is probably most helpful if the instructor
gives an encouraging response to any lexically correct
guess, noting the correct morphological form only in
passing.

3. Get feedback from students. Find out which scripts and
exercises were enjoyable, difficult, and boring. Be aware
that the easiest scripts are usually the most boring.
Students are usually willing to spend a great deal of time
with difficult, but interesting material.

4. Budget enough time. Assume that students will listen to
each script four or five times to complete the accompanying
exercises. Therefore a ten-minute tape may encompass up to
an hour of time in the lab watching and writing down answers.
Such an investment of time requires a cutback in some other
form of homework. Students sour on any novelty that adds to
the workload without balancing out somewhere else.

6
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5. Make sure that students do the exercises properly.
Students are strongly advised in the introduction to read
all the exercises pertaining to a video segment aloud with
an attentive ear to stress and reduction before turning on
the television. This prepares students to hear what they
expect to hear. A student who expects to hear [nATHAecATH
nATH] will not hear (IIHTHAHCHTA nmTA]. Where stress and
reduction can be expected to create serious problems
(mostly in numbers) pronunciation is given in brackets
informally, not in strict transcription, but in a form the
student can understand intuitively (e.g. naT* becomes
[rniTA], not [p'it'i]).

6. Students must learn to live with the frustration of not
understanding every word. In many cases students go
through years of language training without once meeting a
word that they are not expected to know already or to look
up in a glossary. In these exercises students must be made
aware that they will not recognize most of what they will
be hearing. Indeed, the main goal of the exercises is to
teach students to "run on empty," that is, to pull some
sort of information by whatever means possible, even when
ninety percent of the script is obscure.

In one instance after another, students who are prepared
for the linguistic frustration respond enthusiastically to
the opportunity to watch something that is real.

7. Encourage students to work together. These exercises are
viewed as a novel and interesting ungraded activity.
Weaker students have been found to learn effectively from
strong students. In addition, the video setup in most
language laboratories (with only two or three monitors to
go around) makes working together a necessity.

While my goal is to lay the basis for comprehension
strategy, no less noble a goal is that of allowing students a
view into the media of another society, one radically different
from our own. It is the promise of that glimpse that brings
students flocking into the language laboratory.

Richard M. Robin
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TO THE TEACHER OF READING

The comparison of television as the medium of communication
for the end of the twentieth century to print at the beginning
is ever popular. Indeed, from a methodological point of view
many teachers come to listening proficiency after a positive
experience working in reading proficiency.

However, I pull back from the analogy, if not for
philosophical considerations, then because analogies between
listening and reading comprehension as receptive skills are
quite common but somewhat misleading. Written texts do not
force linearity on their readers, thus providing a number of
important options. As a reader I can skim for a general
overview end scan for specific information. I may need
informatioa only from the fourth paragraph. If I fail to
understand what I read there, I have a good chance of filling
in the contextual blanks by leisurely referring to the first
sentence of the second or third paragraph.

As a listener I have none of those possibilities, unless my
text is recorded. Even then, the process of rewinding is
far more cumbersome than looking up or over to a preceding
paragraph. In fact, if listeners are at all comparable to
readers, then they are the readers standing in Times Square
making out the glittering banner headlines rolling from right
to left on the building above: they must read as fast as the
headlines roll, using whatever context they can catch on the
fly.

Because the skills involved in listening are so different
from those used in reading, the exercises for listening must
al.o differ. The oral script is usually structurally simpler
than the written text. But the listener must grasp it
immediately, and in chunks. Therefore notions of "pretext" and
"post-text" exercises as they apply to reading lose much of
their meaning and must be recast.

A good example is the very useful pretext exercise for
reading in which the text is made into a real-life experience
(e.g. "Read the weather map and decide if you need to take a
coat.") Readers need only look for the information they need.
In most cases, useless information, the advertisement below the
weather map, for instance, can be discarded instantly. But
listeners have the added task of deciding what information out
of the flow of speech (if any) is useful. That skill must be
trained, and that training to a large extent dwarfs the
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original real-life task. For that reason "real-life" tasks in
the listening exercises that follow are at a minimum.

1

Another commonly used advanced organizer in reading centers
around background knowledge as the basis for prediction as to
the content of the upcoming text: "Write down what you know
about Ukrainian cooking, and what you expect to find out. Then
check to see if you were correct." Again, readers have the
luxury of treating the text at hand as if it were a checklist.
Listeners do not. A much Aore useful "advanced organizer" for
listeners is one which tells them what the upcoming script
is about and points them in the correct direction with specific
information to find out.

Post-text exercises are replaced with what one might call
language sensitizing exercises. Students are given tasks which
will help them approach similar scripts in the future. These
include exercises which force a "close" listening to the text
for word searches or cloze dictation.

The field of teaching listening for proficiency is still
quite young. But it is an exciting one, both for the teacher,
methodologically, and for the students, as a window onto the
social, political, and cultural fabric of the country whose
language they are learning.

lAnother reason for the sparsity of "real-life exercises" is
that so many students' study of Russian is career related. The
need to retell information (for example the weather in Moscow)
is as important as the need to apply it (deciding on what
to wear).
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TO THE STUDENT

HOW TO USE VIDEO EXERCISES

Listening to unadapted standard spoken Russian for useful
information is not a traditional part of the initial stage of
learning. Nevertheless, the ability to follow discourse on
general topics at normal rates of speed is becoming an
increasingly demanded skill even for students at the beginning
level. The exercises in this packet are designed to help
increase that skill. However, before you start work, please
read this introduction carefully. A great deal of your
progress depends not only on how much work you do, but on how
you approach it.

The broadcasts to which these exercises are keyed is
authentic. They were originally broadcast for Russians living
in the Soviet Union, and not for foreign language students.
Nothing has been simplified for the language learner. You will
find that you will be able to understand only a small part of
what you watch. These exercises are there to help bridge some
of the gaps in your comprehension, but more importantly, they
will help you to develop listening strategies that will guide
you around the gaps, so that you do not succumb to the
frustration of not understanding every word.

The only specifically lexical prerequisite needed to begin
work on this volume is a solid listening command of numbers in
the nominative case.

We are asking you to listen to the broadcasts for specific
content. You may be asked to look for particular bits of
information in each item, or to give a general idea on what the
item was about. Some exercises are designed to sensitize your
ear to similar such items in the future. Whatever the task
set, it is important to know what you will be looking for. For
this reason we want you to read through the accompanying
exercises for a given item before you watch it. Before you put
the tape in the machine, complete the following steps:

1. Read through all the exercises on a given item before you
watch the tape. Read all the words and their English
definitions aloud. Understanding is largely a matter of
predicting what is about to be said. Reading the exercises
first helps you make those predictions. Pay particular
attention to the place of stress. If you misread cTopoiti
(stress on the a) "side" as (cTópoHa], you will not
understand the word when you hear it. We cannot emphasize

10
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enough the importance of practicing out loud. You will be
listening and watching the tape, not reading it, and trying
to switch from the screen to this book and back again while
the language whizzes by will be of little use.

2. Pace your work. You may have to watch each item several
times before you can complete a given assignment. Spread
the work out. Listening for comprehension is tiring, and
listening in concentrated doses does not produce the
desired results. Spend a reasonable amount of time and
complete as many of the related assignments as possible.
Then, later, move on to the next part. You should not
listen to a given segment more than four or five times.

3. Nearly every segment contains new words. The word lists
are meant to help you understand more. They are not
expected to become part of your active vocabulary
immediately. Words are glossed only as needed to
understand that particular part of the tape.

4. On the other hand, we hope that you will learn words
passively. You will not be asked to memorize lists.
Complete the exercises as required, and the new words will
become part of your listening vocabulary little by little.

5. Each of the exercises has a specific purpose. It helps to
know why you are doing what you are doing.

The exercises that prepare you to listen to the following
item include:

(a) CONTENT QUESTIONS. Questions prepare you to listen for
both what is important in an item as well as what you are
capable of understanding. Part of comprehension is not
only knowing what was said, but also whether it was
important to have understood it. The questions concentrate
your attention on what you will need to know.

(b) WORD LISTS. Reading word lists in advance also helps y,u
predict what you will hear by providing key items. In many
cases words are listed not because you do not know them,
but because you may not expect them in the context given.

11
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(c) CLOZE PREDICTION. Cloze exercises are fill-in-the-blank
exercises with nothing below the blank. At times you will
be asked to predict what the speaker will say BEFORE you
watch the broadcast. Once again, a large part of the art
of comprehension is predicting what will be said. For
example, you have no problem understanding the following
short item precisely because you can predict what will be
said:

Three people were killed in the tragedy and five more were
seriously . The names of the victims
are being withheld pending notification of next of

. The president of the company that owns the
amusement park said he would have no until he
consulted with the company's lawyer.

Other exercises not only help you predict what you will
hear; they are designed to sensitize your ear to similar texts
to come. They include:

(d) WORD SEARCHES. You will be asked to find words in a
segment of the tape. In some cases you will be asked to
guess their meaning from context. In other exercises you
will be asked to determine whether or not certain words
were used.

(e) CLOZE DICTATION. These fill-in-the-blank exercises
present you with texts taken directly from the tape or
sentences which closely resemble those from the tape.
Filling in the blanks familiarizes you with high-frequency
items that you are likely to meet again soon.

6. Use your knowledge of the real world to help you predict
what will be said. It should come as no surprise that
Nicaraguan contras are described as terrorists and bandits,
while Moslem militias in Lebanon are "national patriotic
forces."

Following the procedures outlined above will help you
increase your listening proficiency in authentic Russian. Once
again we remind you that this is an extremely difficult task,
and that some frustration will be inevitable. The exercises
are designed to help you make some sense of what you are
hearing. As you become more used to listening over extended
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periods of time you will find that the exercioes become
shorter. Indeed, we have our sights set on that day when the
only question for a given item will be "What was said in this
report?"

In addition to these purely linguistic goals we hope that
you will gain further insight into how Soviet television
presents the world to its viewers.
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WEATHER

Weather forecasts are usually a good way to start listening
to a foreign language for "real" information. You almost
always want to know what the weather is going to be, and even
if you don't know the words, the weather map makes things clear
enough. Still, a few exercises will get you started listening
in addition to watching.

COOEMEHHE 0 norogE 1 Novice High

A. Know what to expect. Listening to weather reports is
essentially listening to numbers and place names, and
weather conditions. Let's start by getting acquainted with
weather terms. Listen to the weather forecast and check
off the words given below as you hear them:

ccinnennan noróAa - sunny weather
cneron&A - snowfall
Aollana - rainfall
Tynan - fog
néTep - wind
o6naKa. - clouds
anTn-AnKnón - high pressure system
7-12 (rp&Aycon) mopóna 7 to 12 below Centigrade
or HOM* [Hann] Ao nnTil [nnT4] rpiAycon Tenni - from 0 to 5 above

Centigrade
66nagnan norima - cloudy weather
nicmypno - overcast
ociAltn - precipitation
meTénn - snowstorms; blizzards
cni6we mopónu - light freeze
rpónm - thunderstorms

5
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B. Now figure out what places are being talked about. Circle
the names on the map mentioned in the weather report.
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COOMEHME o norogE 2 Novice Nigh

A. Temperatures and numbers. All temperatures are reported in
Centigrade. But don't start digging out the old 5/9 + 32
formula; you won't have time to use it. It's best to start
thinking in Centigrade. Take a look at the scale below:

40

-Sg

4--- body temperature

To 4-- New York, Washington in July

Ig 4-- Jump in! The water's fine. Moscow in July

20 + Room temperature.

p- 4-- Moscow in late May; San Francisco year round

id 4-- April in St. Louis; May in Leningrad

October in New England and Moscow

4--- Water freezes

5
-175 + Your car battery is probably dead

-fg

20
4-- 0 degrees F

18
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B. Numbers in genitive. It is not enough to recognize numbers
in the nominative case. Genitive is often used. Read the
examples below out loud. Pay attention to stress and
reduction, particularly to those forms indicated in the
phonetic brackets.

HOMA [liana]
onHoró
Asyx
rpdx
nerwpdx
nsr* (nmr*)

mecr*
ceH*
socbm*
nessrk (AmsHr*]
necar* [AlicHT*]

on*HHannoTH, AseHinnoTH MecTHiMgaTH

;manor*, Asanuar* Asyx, Asangar* nsrk [Asanar* nHrik]

C. Now listen to the weather report for the following numbers
in genitive case:

0, 5, 16, 25

D. Now watch the segment again and locate the following words:

Ha césepe - in the north
npoxninHas noróna - cool weather
Ha césepo-socróxe - in the northeast
sinanHo* h neHrpinbumx o6nacrsix - in western and central areas

nosn* - rain
sérep - wind

- thunderstorms
ma sinane - in the west
Ha socTime - in the east
siHopossm - frost
Ha ire - in the south
Ha inlicHeR Bónre - on the lower Volga
nepeHeHHas 456namHocTh - partly cloudy
6e3 ocirmos - without precipitation

rpinycos Tenni - ... degrees above zero
rpiAycos Hopósa - ... degrees below zero
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E. Now listen to the broadcast once again and fill in the
blanks with the missing words.

1. 36.13Tpa neTglpHalmaToro mail Ha

TeppiTeipHH cTpang coxpaHATCH

2. B a&naAHom H

3. B BenopkcHH 21 26 rpdAycos

noreuta.

o6nacTAx KpaTicospélteHHHe

, ycHnéHHe HéTpa.

Ha Cmono mecTH&AAaTH.

4. Ha IricpaAme 21 H 27. B

o6nacTAx xpaTicoapémeHHue

ycHnéHHe séTpa.

5. 36.13Tpa Ha

6. Ha

Ka3axcTalia ONCHAdIOTOR

pecnk6nHicH HOMBV S - 10 rpdAycos

AHeM OT

20

Ao nnioc
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7. B AeHTpánbHom paRóHe eriponéticicon qACTH POCCIIH UR= 17 22,

HOMEM Ha céHepe AO mmism

8. B ileHTranbHom gepHoaemHom pageme Tamice 17 22 rpdAyca, Ha

Ao namc

21
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COOBMEHME 0 norwm 3 Intermediate

A. Look at the weather report and match the regions mentioned
on the map on the next page.

Bápemueso mope
JaTsma
ASTsi
3cTomms
Benopkccms

Yxpaiimma
gemTpánbmsdk mepmosemmuti patient
xasxisxme rópm
Apap&Tcxas noaftma
Moscinsue

B. Now check for the following conditions in the areas listed

mecTo cónnue
?

Tymám
?

(56sammocTu
?

nowt* (ocánxm)
?

RaTsms,
AHTBá
3C74511HR

Yxpamma

KaBKa3

110BOnZbe

Mocxsa

C. Note that the big circled "H" at the top of the map in the
broadcast stands for mftmoe nasnémme or LOW pressure.

23
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COOBREHHE 0 noromE 4 Intermediate High

Find the following places on the map and give the weather
conditions expected for each of them: southern Kuril Islands,
northern Amursk oblast, central Yakutia, northern Kamchatka.
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MEETINGS AND GREETINGS

The following reports are typical of the "meetings and
greetings" genre so prevalent in the Soviet press. At first
glance, they appear to be rather dry, if not outright boring,
reports on which heads of state met which other heads of state.
But Sovietologists find a gold mine of information in such
coverage. The Soviet press is very protocol conscious, and the
kind of coverage given to such events provides direct evidence
as to who is up, down, or sideways in the world of politics and
diplomacy. So here's your chance to play Senior Analyst and to
get some practice in listening for the names of people and
places along the way.

HPHBNTHE CAHrHHETTH Novice High

A. Watch this report with the following questions in mind:

1. What country is Julio Sanguinetti from?
2. Who met Sanguinetti at Vnukovo airport?
3. The armed forces were mentioned. What part did they play?
4. With whom did Sanguinetti conduct talks?

B. Listen for these phrases in the report:

c ocbmgminLmum BH3ATOH - on an official visit
(KTo) npA6un (Kyna) - so-and-so arrived at such-and-such a

place
no npmrmamémino (Koro) - upon the invitation of so-and-so
copéTmoe npaBATenbcTno - Soviet government
Hpe3Anmym Bepxónmoro CoBéTa CCCP - Presidium of the Suprem41

Soviet
(KTo) ncTpemin (Koro-mTo) so-and-so net so-and-so
c cynpSrrofi - accompanied by his wife
Omgmintamue nAga - officials
Boopptemmue cAnu CCCP - Soviet armed forces
atm mcnimmemu rocynipcTnemmue rAmmu - the national anthems

were played
TopmécTsemmag gepememmm - official ceremony
nomeTmutt - honor[ific] (guard, member, motorcade)
TpamcnapimTu - placards, banners
COCTCHiAHCI) neperoscipu (maim)! Kem H Kem) - negotiations (between

x and y) took place
Bun npopenem o6m6m HH6HHHHH - There was an exchange of opinions
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C. Now fill in the blanks according to the report. Note that
where necessary the grammatical endings have been provided,
and some of the sentences are slightly reworded.

Cerimin B MocKsk
on an official visit

npe3mA6HT pecnST6mout. OH
arrived

naxemmivn B uáuiefl c7paElé

oro

at the invitation of

the Soviet government

Er0 BcTpelitim

a.

official figures

3asepmAnacb
The official ceremony

npoxolutemeH oro Kapakaa.
honor

CeroAHN s Kpemné 6ecéjta
there took place

memmy npewméliTom pecnk6amot H mmHAcTpobt HHOCTIAHHTAX sea.

7-2S
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rOPBAIMB HPHHHHAET nocnA Novice High

A. Watch the report with the following questions in mind:

1. What country is the newly arrived ambassador from?

2. Whose greetings did the ambassador convey to Gorbachev?

3. How were the talks characterized?

4. Which one of the following issues was discussed:

a. nuclear proliferation
b. Soviet-Indian relations
c. new trade deals

5. To whom did Gorbachev convey his greetings?

B. Watch for the following words, and then fill in the blanks
below:

nocass (Koro - nocsa) - ambassador
agmHoe nocnime - personal message
COCTO*ACH (cocTosinack, COCTOSIA0Cb) there was held; took place
6ecézta - talks; negotiations
s Hfte (ero) in the spirit (of...)
Ha saculeH kposHe - at the summit level
Hesztymapeommit - international
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C. Now fill in the blanks below.

CeroAxx M.C. rop6ands npxnan

of India

message

xpaTxasi

the ambassador

B CCCP, xoToputi sprixn amixoe

npembep-mxxxcTpa. CocTonnaci,

B Tpamilmommom
talk spirit

Acme/mix x Apyg6m. 06cyxAexu
issues

c perynapxum xapaxTepom coseTcxo-xxxxticxoro

cssmaxxwe

dialogue

at the summit level international

xonpocu, 3aTparxxammme xxTepecm o6exx cTpax.

WEBAPAHAME B BAMBHrTOHE Intermediate

A. Review the words given for the two previous exercises.
Then watch the report for this information, using what
you already know from the American press:

1. When did Shevardnadze arrive in Washington?
2. How often are meetings at this level now occurring?
3. Why have there been so many meetings?
4. With whom did Shevardnadze meet?
5. Who wes at the airport to meet the Soviet foreign minister

besides the diplomats?
6. What previous meeting laid the groundwork for this one?
7. What future meeting was mentioned?
8. When do the official negotiations begin?

31
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B. In addition to the words given in the previous two
exercises, you may need these:

eze- prefix meaning "every" plus a time expression:
- daily; ezeHezénumutt, ezeHécsminga, ezerewimit

zorozóp - treaty
cTpaTerAmeczne HacTyniTenbHure soopyzélnut - strategic

weapons
Hacca = Hmiro
scTpéma Ha zimmeH kpozHe - summit meeting

ezenHézHuR

offensive

Remember that Shevardnadze is Soviet Georgian, not Russian. If
you listen carefully, you may hear an accent.

B PERKBABHKE (I) Intermediate - Intermediate High

A. Listen to the report immediately following the statement
above.

1. Whom did Gorbachev visit after his arrival?
2. How was that visit characterized?
3. Who was at the meeting?

B. Fill in the blanks as given in the broadcast.

B xone 6ecemi, npomeAmen

COCTOARCA

4TO coBeTcico-mcnaliAciate OTHOMeHHH

no

CBR3aHHUM C yrpo3o1

C o6eHx CTOPOH oTHenanocb,

Ha inaHmorturonHoti ocHose.
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PERKIDHBHKE (II) Intermediate High

A. Listen to the following report, broadcast on the eve of the
negotiations.

1. What does the Soviet initiative demonstrate, according to
this report?

2. Who is playing a leading role in the preparatory work for
the negotiations?

3. What is said about some of the questions posed by Western
journalists?

4. How is the native population reacting to the upcoming
negotiations?

B. Useful words: Determine whether or not the following
expressions were used in this segment of the report:

3xcnépTu
ymeHme
o6mécTseHHHe sésTem
ReMORCTpiHTM
spasné61w n - hostile
nemsist 06CTaW5BKa
BI4314BiTb HHTepéc (y aoro) - to arouse (someone's) interest
nH6epanmigHn
o6paaléHHe K pyaosonftensm - appeal (petition) to the leaders
minepHamicTilmecaaH arpéccHs
méTb sisHoe 3Hanéme - to have important meaning, to be of

great significance
npexpaqéme roma.' soopyzéHHR - halt to the arms race
neperoscipm s sepxix - summit meeting
scTpéna Ha alcasem SrposHe = neperosópu s sepxix
cynu6i (pl. cnt.6u) mpa
sinepHoe 6e3Srme - nuclear insanity
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INTERNATIONAL EVENTS

If you know something about Soviet foreign policy and you
keep up with world events, the following international news in
the Soviet media can be easier than, say, listening to someone
dictate road directions, even though the vocabulary is more
complicated. The trick is putting two and two together and
predicting what is going to be said before you hear it. For
instance, one might expect to hear a heavy anti-American
political slant in reports on Nicaragua or Korea. On the other
hand, reports about national celebrations in countries which
are not currently hot-spots, such as Belgium, can be expected
to be reported without commentary. You might expect the same
objective reporting in reports about major natural disasters.

HAHAMA Novice High

A. This report is about U.S. policy towards Noriega before
negotiations were started with the Panamanian government.
Do you believe that this report will have a slant? If so,
will it be for or against Noriega?

B. Watch the report for the following words and match their
meanings. Then decide whether you were right about the
point of view of the report.

soélmwe mailespw
6oeeig noAroTónxa
elikTpeinixe ;mai
maccoeue main4ecTigm
Haulsoliánblima cyeepemmTéT

drug war
internal affairs
maneuvers
mass demonstrations
military preparedness
national dignity
national sovereignty

C. BHemkrealacTso means interference. In what context was it
used in this report?
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Intermediate High

A. Watch the report and answer the questions:

1. What sort of protest is being described?
2. Does this report indicate Soviet support for Noriega or

the opposition?
3. Who, according to the report, joined the attempt to oust

Noriega?

B. Words you will need. Use context, as well as what you
already know about the events in Panama, to figure out
the meanings of the following words so that you can match
them up:

npe3Bwmitime nonomémie
BmemiTentxTso
Tax Hazusiemati
KpecTimat noxim
3a6acTiama
xowiticTaelman WH3Nb---
WATI4 B OTCTiBxy
BOeHHUR MATélg

(B06HHOr0 HgTeá [mHTHmi])
nosuméHHe itsanAnmagm

a. advanced training
b. bloodletting
C. coup
d. crusade
e. economic situation
f. interference
g. resign
h. so called
i. state of emergency
j. strike
k. strongman
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ABAPMA Intermediate

A. Watch the report with these questions in mind:

1. What country is this report from?
2. How many people lost their lives?
3. How many received injuries?
4. What cities did the railway in quest!on connect?

B. Country Abbreviations: HP usually stands for Hapónsas
Pecnk6nmxa. gp stands for gemoxpaTfinemast Pecnk6nma. On
that basis what countries do the following abbreviations
stand for? The capitals should give you some hints:

KHP flexni
IIHP Bapmisa
HPB
MHP

CoclAs
Yawl BiTop

KEST rixesusis
gpB Xasón
rgp Bepniks

C. If you do not already know them, figure out the following
words by context.

CTO menosex nor146no
CTO menosex nonymiust paséssm
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ABCTPARKA Intermediate

A. Watch this report and answer the following questions:

1. What festivity took place in Australia?
2. What was the date of the event?
3. What famous author was quoted?
4. What is "Aopóra nnignóm nsécTH meTH? When is it available?

B. In what context were the following things said?

no cnoe&H nesemoro nyTemécTeennma H mciTenn...
3TOT xpatt cammil .111060HaTHWR Ha 3eHnew

C. Find out the meanings of these words from context:

6énue nocenéHnu
npo6némat coepemémoti ABTpáRHH
TeneVinkm

D. Television schedules: Moscow has four television channels:
népsasi nporpama, wropási nporpama, TpéTEM nporpamma,
meTnepTast nporpaHma. All times (for all parts of the
country) are quoted in Moscow time according to the 24-hour
clock. What channel and time were named in this report?
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I:t1;ermediate

A. This report is on Kampuchea (formally Cambodia). In the
1970s Kampuchea went through a bloody civil war followed by
a campaign of genocide carried out by Pol Pot. Pol Pot was
later deposed by invading Vietnamese forces, who presently
rule Kampuchea. Before watching the report, decide which
side the Soviets support. Then see if you are right.

B. Watch the report and decide whether the statements below
are true or false:

1. This report is from the Kampuchean capital.

2. Pol Pot's military forces are still active here.

3. The people interviewed are defectors from Pol Pot's forces.

4. Which factors did the interviewees mention? (True-false for
each):

( ) lack of food ( ) disease ( ) many defeats
( ) natural disasters ( ) hopelessness
( ) desertion ( ) low wages ( ) religious intolerance

C. Useful words:

OCT&TKH - remainder
HacTosimee spéput - at the present time

ITOTHBOCTO*Th nomITHIEe HaUHOHaRisHOTO npHmHp6HHH - oppose the
policy of national reconciliation

'Iowa Ha k6unb - has decreased
nonropia (TAcHmx) one and a half (thousand). Masc. - nonTopi:

nonTcp& manHima, nonTop& maca, noTopla HeHenH
Ao6pottembHo - voluntarily
o6cTamisxa - situation (cf. circum + stance)
npoHominbcTime cf. npoAosdiaucTsemia HarasAH
nopastéme not =/= no6éHa
80elliTb rmoTms - to fight against

D. Listen to the tape once again. In what context were the
following numbers given?

90 3 200 1500 30
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MYRbil HA BATMEN BOCTOKE Novice High

A. This report is on Secretary of State George Schultz's
shuttle diplomacy in the Middle East. Identify the
countries he is reported to be visiting on the map below:

CPEAii3EUHOE
2 \ U9PE

T91443)

AUBUISI

TUPLU4S1

i
ctipmx,

mam' UPAK e4PAH

saaPidtat,osiamoq
. .

ErtillIETA% \\s
$. CAWAOSCOL40

*PADUA
C)444

B. The following words will be useful in this report:

roccexpeTapb rocyAipcTeemun cexpeTipb
npik6ma - arrived
Baimandi BocTim - Middle East. (Remember that as far as the

USSR is concerned, those countries are "near.")

C. Ever since the Egypt and Israel signed the Camp David
peace treaty in 1978, the Soviet Union has viewed U.S.-
Egyptian relations with suspicion. The Soviets joined the
rest of the Arab world in vehement denunciations of the
separate peace initiative. See if you can identify the
word used to describe the "separate course" that Egypt has
taken.
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D. The report goes on to state that Schultz's visit prompted a
protest strike. Which of the following words did you hear
in this part of the report?

nanecT*Hcmoe moccriHHe - Palestinian uprising
3inamoin 6éper pex* HopAiH - West Bank of the Jordan
HpaHo-Hpixexas softa - Iran-Iraq War
3a6acrimma npoTecra - protest strike
orHecTpéniaHoe opkime - firearms
cAe3oTomfamti ra3 - tear gas
neperomów HemAy H3pinners H nanecTismam - negotiations between...
6pómem 3a pemeTxy - thrown behind bars

HA BMHZHEM BOCTOKE Intermediate

A. This is a report about the West Bank. Before you watch the
report, decide what sorts of things Soviet television might
say.

B. Based on this report find out how to say:

1. nanecrmAes
Two were killed

AeCHTKH
injured

moAe mapaTenhinax onepamm

H3paHnbcmix oxicynaHrom Ha 3axsameHHwx apa6mcmx

2. HmemrcH HHoromHcaeHHue paHeHHue
tens

6pomeina 3a pemdrxy.

C. Useful words:

mapirenbinati - punitive
3axisimemma - occupied
6pc5cHru 3a pemermy - throw behind bars

lands
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HA 3AnAAHOM BEPErY PEKM HOPAAH Intermediate High

A. Now listen to the report for factual information. Which
statements did you hear?

In Jerusalem demonstrators threw rocks and bottles at
Israeli military vehicles.

Arab students in Gaza demanded an immediate end to
the occupation.

The Israelis have started using lethal force against
rock throwers.

According to some witnesses the Israelis are using
chemical weapons.

Israel has placed Arab provocateurs under house arrest.

B. Use this report to find out how to say:

in the eastern sector of Jerusalem
Israeli military vehicles

C. Useful words:

cronanosénme - clash
norpéiSosam (norpé6ym, noré6yems.) - demand
meménnennun immediate
npeapaménme - halt
mommensirb nponis nacenénms - use against the population
nemecrsó - substance
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PEHOPTAII H3 Wail Intermediate High

A. Listen to the report. Use your own knowledge, the words
from the two reports on the Middle East above, as well as
those given below, to construct the events of this report.

Komnáprms KHTAR
Tx66.raudi asTottemmat patiim
6ecnopsimut - riots
cenapankT
pesomowtómisie nósysrat - revolutionary slogans
c45THA a hundred: usually plural - cciTim
moHix - monk
pa645THHim o6mécTeeHHon 6eeonácxocTH - public security workers

(a euphemism for whom?)
niniximu pemftembHme mépu - take decisive measures
norA6 - died
nonytukTb paxémie - to be injured
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AMERICAN DOMESTIC POLITICS

If you know something about Soviet policy towards the
United States, and you keep up with current events, the
following American domestic news in the Soviet media can be
easier than, say, listening to someone dictate road directions,
even though the vocabulary is more complicated. The trick is
putting two and two together and predicting what is going to be
said before you hear it. For instance, one might expect to
hear lengthy, favorable reports on peace marches or
anti-poverty protests. On the other hand, reports about
election campaigns can be surprisingly free of editorial
comment. Such is also the case for natural disasters.

HPE3HAEHTCKAA HPEHBUBOPHAA KAMMAHHA Novice High
The tasks set could be rated Intermediate if this report is
viewed long after the primaries mentioned below have taken
place. The Novice rating is based on the context provided by
the listener's familiarity with the events mentioned.

A. Watch the report to confirm your information on Super
Tuesday. Keep in mind that the report was filed on the eve
of the primaries.

1. Who was cited as being the Republican front-runner?
2. Who is after the front-runner in the Republican race?
3. How many states will hold primaries on Super Tuesday?
4. How many Southern states will take part?
5. What percentage of the vote do the polls give Dole?
6. Who, according to the report, is the Democratic front-

runner?

4 9
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B. Which of the following phrases was applied to which
candidate?

Bush a. HaH6cinee neposiTmai no6eAATeab

Dole b. 3AHRBWHR BTop6e mecTo

Dukakis

Jackson

C. Genitive of numbers: review and amplification. As you have
seen, numbers read in reports often appear in cases other
than nominative. Review the forms for numbers one through
ten below, as well as eleven through twenty.

Note that the HAAgaTH ending will probably sound as if all
of the unstressed vowels are missing: [Hi4TH].

Read the numbers out loud, paying attention to stress and
vowel reduction.

=pc ominitamaTH
TpeX TpHHimuaTH
meTupdx neTapHamant
nsm* [111.1Tfl] IIRTHiAgaTH DmilligTH]
mecTil mecivimaTH
cemti cemimaTH
BOCIA4* [Bacbmik] socemilimaTx (BacbmnATATH]
Aessmil [muniTil] AeBRTHiA4aTH (AHBHTHilATH)
AeCJIT/1 (AHCHT14]
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0 extIERAEHEEPE» Intermediate

A. In t!,is report Soviet viewers learn of new evidence which
showed that the Challenger cockpit remained intact until
impact. Watch the report and find out the meanings of
these words:

o6A6HKH
oKeiHmoe AHo Kopa6Ab 61,1A noansm c oireanctfoao ana.
CBHAéTealaCTBODaTU (0 TOM, vro...)
6opToe6R oTc6K
npH naA6HHH s oKeara
impus Ka6una nommu ne nocmpaaa4 om B3pusa.
KoriitAL HHoropi3osoro Hcn6m3osamms
aeapfitimas 3saKyigHH

AMEPHKAHCKAA gEMOHCTPAIIHR (1-0E COOBAEHME) Intermediate

A. Listen to the report with the following questions in mind.

1. What was this demonstration about?
2. How long was the chain that stretched across the country?
3. How many people took part in San Francisco?
4. How is "Hands Across America" translated into Russian?

B. You will find the following words useful:

66AHocTra = HHmeTi
113*TbOR 3i ppm
o6pa3osiTI, - to form
nem - chain
A63yHr - slogan
pyKa 66 pyKy - hand in hand
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C. Now fill in the blanks below:

rpaiumosnan mann(DecTannn no 3ainicnam ee oprannsaTopos

Aorniala BHHMaHHe K pacTylgeti B CIlIA
attract poverty

npenionneti K ma114ecTanint cTana sTa
original

nemoncTplannn B Can-Opal-n=1m. B nen

THCHMH inconeti.

53
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LISTENING COMPREHENSION: AMERICAN DOMESTIC POLITICS PAGE 29

AMEMIKAHCKAA gEMOHCTPAUMA (2-0E COOKEHRE) Intermediate High

A. Watch the second report and answer the questions.

1. Where did this report originate?
2. According to the report what has the administration done

with spending that might have gone to the homeless and
hungry?

3. Who besides ordinary citizens took part in the
demonstration?

4. Which of the two reports has more editorial content?

B. Note the following new words in the broadcast:

6exuasix. n. 6emunta (614.1111HKAp

ronoAimalgA
Gennómindi
kposem (Mx. g kponum) - level
pelOpmfull : peKopdame mu3Kue yposnu.
cpéncrna - means, resources (often financial)
pewco - sharply
cc:1pm:16H (coxpagengl) < coxpaTirm - to cut off, to eliminate
aHmemepae - hypocrisy

C. Now determine which of these statements were part of the
report.

1. No demonstration, no matter how dramatic, can take the
place of stable government aid to the poor.

2. Americans have given up hope in the Administration's desire
to help the poor.

3. The Soviet Union sent a special delegation to support the
Hands Across America project.

4. The number of poor people has increased by five million.
5. There are presently about 4 million poor people in the U.S.
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MAPTHH AYTEP KmHr Intermediate High

A. Listen to the coverage of the anniversary of the
assassination of Martin Luther King. Keep these questions
in mind:

1. What specifics were given about King's philosophy and
dream?

2. What evidence does the commentator cite that there have
been changes?

3. What, according to the commentator, suggests that there is
much that has not changed?

4. What statistic is cited for black poverty versus white
poverty?

B. Which statement best sums up the overall viewpoint of this
report:

a. Black "progress" is mostly a farce and a sham.
b. Despite progress, King's dream has not been realized.
c. Despite economic disparity, blacks are now successful.
d. Blacks have the white establishment on the run.

C. The following phrases played key roles in the text.
what context were they used?

HellacAnbcTsemoe AéRcTsHe
ocTposi IIMMHTa B ()Keane H306AAHR
nptycnesammuti
snmshme s acmrpécce
npens46opuss /tsunamis
user shim
picosuR
smnpmitelmocTia
npecTtnuocTI,
6e3pa6irrims
csachm npAusTu
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LISTENING COMPREHENSION: HUMAN INTEREST FEATURES PAGE 31

HUMAN INTEREST FEATURES

More and more Soviet newscasts have come to use what one
might call "happy news" as fillers, usually towards the end of
the program. The reports that follow are not only fun, but
also comprehensible without too much extra help from the
exercises.

nam NHAREP Novice High

A. Watch the report and answer the questions:

1. What does Pam Miller do for a living?
2. What state is she from?
3. What meal is she seen serving here?
4. How old is she?
5. What does Pam Miller say about her "customers"?

BECEHHHA PEHOPTAX Novice High

Note that this report comes immediately before the weather for
Moscow.

A. Watch the report and pick the main point:

a. The weather affects people's health.
b. New consumer products are now available.
c. It's important to keep smiling.
d. Never expect something for nothing.

B. Give at least one form of the Russian word used in the
report on which you based your conclusion.
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LISTENING COMPREHENSION: HUMAN INTEREST FEATURES PAGE 32

III CHEM= IIEBOBEK B KABBOOPHMH

A. Watch this report:

1. Where was the snowman built?
2. How tall was it?
3. How lonj did it take to build?
4. Why was it built?

Intermediate

B. Numbers in genitive case. In standard prose knowing the
genitive of numbers is as important as knowing the
nominative. Read the following numbers out loud and
determine if any were used in the report. Bracketed
figures remind you of the importance of vowel reduction.

oAsoró
Asyx
Tpdx
meTwpex
mink (nATA)
mecTA
ceAA
socBmA [sacbAA]
AeHRTA [AAssTA]
AecsITA (AACATA]
oAAmsamaTA
ABesimaTA...

AsamaTA
AsamaTA oAsoró
A:Daman% Asyx
TpAAAaTA
TpAAAaTA nsTA prpmaTA nATA]
copoxi (capaxi]
ANTAAecaTA [AATAAACATA]
mecTAAecsTA [macTAAACATA]
ceAAAecsiTA (cAHAAAcATA]
socbAAAecsTA [sacbAAAAcATA]
AesssócTa
cTa

Numbers are used in genitive after words such as

amee - more than
blame - less than
emono - approximately
csAme - greater than

and in other constructions requiring genitive case.
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MAPM CHOHOB Intermediate

Answer the questions based on the report below. A superficial
knowledge of ancient history will come in handy.

1. What is the route of these elephants through the Alps?
2. How long is the route?
3. What march is being reinacted?
4. In what year did the original march take place?

HEOMMAAHHAA nomomB nonmgEtiomm Intermediate High

A. Watch the report to find out the following:

1. Where did this report take place?
2. What network was the helicopter reporter from?
3. How did the reporter learn of the crime?
4. How did the reporter stop the bank robber?
5. What happened to the bank robber?

B. The following words should help:

npecilnium - criminal
BepTonft - helicopter
csemommas rininna - camera crew
rpa6Arenb - robber
H3MeHATb aypc - change course
6e3HaAe1IHO OTCTiAH - lagged hopelessly behind
pmcminammun mandsp - risky maneuver
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LISTENING COMPREHENSION: SCHOOL PAGE 34

SCHOOL

PYCCKAA PEqb Novice High

«Pyccitast pemb» "Russian Speech" is a program dedicated to
the Russian language. Today's program tells about foreign
students at the Plekhanov Technical Institute taking their
first Russian courses in the USSR.

A. Watch this report with the following questions in mind.

1. The broadcast opens quoting a foreign student. He is from...

a. Angola.
b. Laos.
c. Vietnam.
d. Cuba.

2. He is now studying in...

a. his home country.
b. an unnamed socialist country.
c. an institute in Moscow.
d. an institute in Tashkent.

3. What year of studies is he in?

a. First.
b. Second.
c. Third.
d. Fourth.

4. What is his field?

a. Agriculture.
b. Automation.
C. Machine tools.
d. Transportation.
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5. How many years has he been in the USSR?

a. One.
b. Two.
c. Three.
d. Four.

6. The main idea of the letters is...

a. "I love studying Russian."
b. "The USSR has given me excellent training."
c. "I want to improve my reading skills."
d. "Most scientific literature is published in Russian."

B. Watch the report and find the following words:

*Hem - named after: HHCTHTSrr *Hem HSTmxima
HHocTpiinual - foreign
xicilieHpa - department (of a college): Ha xa(1)extpe pycmoro nmaxa
o6pa3osime - education
nemomu - aid
péHiLocTI, - rarity
3BM = 3nexTOHHo-sumnicnftenbHan HamgHa - computer

C. Now fill in the blanks from the broadcast. The grammatical
endings have already been supplied:

B pa3Hnx ax HameR U o6ymamTcn

me cTyAeHTH. ByAywme

CB0 e B CCCP IOT C

H3yMeHHA oro a. B

om e mapoilmoro xoaRticTsa

naexamoBa

WITHAeCHTH maumomanbmocTen. Ha

npenoAaHaTennm npnxwanT

cT5THeHTH

an TeXHHKa:
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Taxan yx

HRH Aawq,Ann

me RHHrOCDOHHMe xa6HHeTH - npamAa, 3T0 He

Ann

H. A BOT

a

BpRA RH BM noxa ewe yBHAHTe Ha xax0l1-H16yAb Apyron

e pyccxoro R3MICa.

nnexaHosnes. Ho 06 3TOM MYTb nomm. CHagana

CO CTIMeHTaMH.

ropAocTb

D. Listen to the rest of the report. Determine whether the
following statements are true or false:

1. The woman from Kenya is graduating from the Plekhanov
Institute this year.

2. She took introductory Russian courses in Donetsk.

MKORIMAA PEOOPMA Intermediate

The following report is about the end of the school term
after the first year of the Soviet's academic reform. One of
the main features of the reform is that children will now be
starting school at age six, as opposed to age seven. This
change was first tried out in a number of schools for the
1984-85 academic year.

A. Listen to the report with the following questions in mind.

1. Soviet schools bear numbers, not names. What is this
school's number?

2. How many letters did the children know at the beginning of
the year?

3. How high could they count?
4. What does the teacher say at the end of the year: how high

can the children count? How much can they read and write?
5. The reporter asks the vice-principal whether the children

have gotten used to going to school. Have they?
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B. Genitive of numbers: review and amplification. Read the
numbers out loud Bracketed figures remind you of the
importance of vowel reduction.

Asyx AsaAgaTx
Tpdx TpxAmaTil
nenapex copoxi
nsT* [myth] nsillAecsTft [EIHT*AHCHT11]
mecTil mecTXAecsTik EMUCTIVWCHTik]
cex* cemilAecnTlit [CHM*AHCHT*]
BOCIA4* [sacbx*) socBm*Aecaill [BaCbtelAHCHTii]
AessTk (Amarrit] AessxócTa
AeCRT* (AHCHTft] CTa
0AilailiatAgaTH XOWICC6T

(The rest of the teens add an unstressed -x).

C. More on numbers: age descriptions. Read these forms aloud:

Adjective

AsymnéTxxil (xintoixx) two-year old
TpdxnéTxxa
nevapexAftxxil
IIRTHA6THHA (IIHTHR6THHA]
mecTxméTxsti
cemnéTxxti
BOCIACIA6T1flH1 (sacbmaéTxx11)
AeBSITHR6THHR (AMBHTHR6THHR]
AOCRTHA6THHA [AHCHTHA6THM1]

Noun

Asyxxemita
TpdxnéTvica
neTupexnéTica
naTméTxa [ixTméTica]
MOCTHAft/Eal
cemméTica
BOCbMHAéTKa [BaCbMPIRéTKa]
AessTméTica [A4sxTxx6Txa]
AecaTanéTica [Axmaxaftica]

D. Listen to the school report again, and look for these words
and phrases:

sisyn - vice principal
3aliHMATbCR C ycnéxox - to do well in school
xécsA
npisxno Apasonxcixxx - spelling rule
npxmaxxym (mix Apxsintax)
yx&rb ClOtTiTb
yxwarb OT HiMU
ynexXx, ynexxx* = MKORIAIHK, MItembHVIKH
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LISTENING COMPREHENSION: SCHOOL PAGE 38

=ORA HA KOHECAX Intermediate High

A. Watch the report and answer the questions:

1. What, according to the teacher interviewed, are the
benefits of the computer bus?

2. What surprised the reporter?
3. What advantage are the children said to have over adults?
4. Why are busses used to teach computer technology?
5. Who else uses the bus to teach computer skills?

B. Which of the following synonyms were used?

1. cxa3aTI, npaany, Ha camom Aene, no CSITH Aéna,
2. oananeaamT, kmaTcH
3. m3ym1n, nopa3An, ynHalln
4. AOCT&JIH, nonytnInH, xynAnH, npHo6penA
5. OK6.311BaWT 44111aHCOBYM nonnepxxy, onnagmaaT pacxenna, IIR&THT

3a

C. Use the broadcast to fill in the blanks:

XHTeJIH 3To10 He6onbmoro ye HpHBIJKJIH K
village

3T014 mxone . BHemHe 3TOT asTo6yc HHI.leM He
m Wmes

OT npyrmx, HO 3T0 INKOJIMiliti xnacc no
differs

KommioTepHoti TeXHHKH. OMIT noxa3maaeT,
Nmftive

MTO 3BM nomoraeT ymemixam pemaTb 3anamm. Ho
complicated

xax-To He aeminocb, pe6nTa Tax cnoxonHo

TaKHMH /-1:;,1WHHaMH.

complicated
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LISTENING COMPREHENSION: SCHOOL PAGE 39

MKOASHHE COBX0311 Intermediate High

A. Watch the report for the following information.

1. Where is this report from?
2. How many such schools are there?
3. What grades are the students in?
4. What are they learning to do?
5. How long is their work schedule?
6. How much are they paid? What do they have to do with the

money? When does it become theirs?

B. Professional functions. Which of the following
professional functions are the students taught to fulfill?
Which jobs are considered neuenecoo6opa3lo for them?

CArICHTb npenceniTenem
pa6oTaTb arponómoH
pa6oTaTb 6yxrinTeport
pa6oTaTb 8 penx3minHo1 xotakcmm
npomnonftb noTpinnnsanme
BHOCATb B Wow/ yno6pénHe H XHHHIEind
CO6HpiTb r6ZuKH H cndana
pa6oTaTb ;nécapett
pa6oTaTb 8.845THHKOH

Which of the above involve field labor? Which are "shop" jobs?

C. Use the the tape to find out how to say the following in
Russian:

technology of on-the-job safety -
experienced specialist -
final exams (for graduation) -
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SPORTS

Understanding sports reporters in nearly any foreign
language is difficult. Sportscasters the world over seem to be
afraid that if they don't speak fast enough, they won't get
paid. Nevertheless, the accompanying video, as well as knowing
in advance what you are listening for, will help you sort out
what's what.

OPHCTARR Novice High

A. Watch the report with these questions in mind:

1. Who won the freestyle competition?
nationality?

2. Where was the competition held?
3. Name one other person named in the

B. Watch for these words:

What was the winner's

competition.

npfaccix Ha a*Hax - ski-jump
noHopft Ha -- rpaywcoe - (x)-degree turn
noxaeiTB (npHicem, pe3yaBTAT, etc.) - in sports: "That was so-

and so's jump, score, etc." Taxóti npummix noxa3i3ia Hibla
Hompiwkic - That was Nina Polishchuk's jump.

iskrixa telpa - world cup
HicTep (HacTepós) - world class athlete
CiABTO - summersault
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KAYS B SEArOPOgE Intermediate

A. Watch this report for the following information:

1. What do people who belong to a any6 am63iTeneti eaainmsanms
do for fun?

2. How old is this club?

B. Here are some words you may need:

nmarrenm eaainmnanms - cold water enthusiasts
Hopm - walrus: aoinimecTno Hopméti pacT6T

CROBA TPEHEPA Intermediate

A. Watch the report and answer these questions.

1. What sport is reported on?
2. What title did the Soviet all-star (c6ópnast) team win?
3. Against whom did they play?
4. Summarize the coach's remarks.

B. What do the following words mean?

neplon
HHMLN (2:2)
ea6ATb miN6y
Tpénep
603thRbWHIL - CH xotly CKa3aTb Hamm.' Roporm 60ReRbWHKaM, MTO MM

HOCTaBHRH nepea co6o1 3aHatly H ee BMHORHHRH).
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OYTBOA Intermediate High

A. Watch the report and answer the questions:

1. Who won the soccer match? Who lost? What was said about
the victory?

2. Name four other teams involved in the world soccer
championship.

3. Where did the tennis match take place? Why was this match
of particular interest to Soviet viewers?

4. In which country did the equestrian competition take place?

B. Sports terminology - review. In which sentences were the
following words used:

6onésnownr.
conépnint
3a6HRiTb / 3a6*Th TOR
napyménme npinnn
Tam
c6ópnas

Kinnimg cnopT
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CULTURAL EVENTS

The Soviet media is filled with reports of cultural events:
film festivals, theRter openings, museum exhibits, and so on.

COBETCKAA BUCTABKA Novice High

A. The following report is on the the Soviet Union's
participation in Japan's Expo-85. The newscaster reports
that today is the Soviet Union's "national day" at Expo.
The vice-chairman of the Council of Ministers led the
Soviet delegation. Expo's planners took special note of
the USSR's participation in the exhibition, pointing out
Soviet contributions to science and technology. The
speaker said he hoped that the exhibit would promote
Soviet-Japanese relations. A Soviet dance group performed
afterwards. The newscaster adds that Expo's main theme is
"Man, the environment and the use of science and
technology." Some facts and figures about the exhibit are
then cited.

B. Which of the following words did you hear in the broadcast?

BO mnase c - led by
eUcTaexa - exhibition
Appic6a
rop6ande
HapoAu - peoples; nations
Harm
HagHoHinuHun AeHu
nécus
npOcoka
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C. Now answer the following questions on facts and figures.
In previous exercises you came across some numbers in the
nominative case. You will now need to be familiar with
these numbers in genitive. Note the place of stress:

Asa
TpH
meTupe
HHTb
meeTia
cern,
socema
=BATE.
;XeCHTb

Asyx
Tpex
neTupex
nsTA
mecT*
cemsi
socbm*
AessT*
AecsITA

[miTA]

(sacbmk]
[AmmiT11]
(AmcviTit]

1. How many months has Expo-85 been open?
2. How many people have been to Expo during that time?
3. How many people have been in the Soviet pavillion?

OECTMBAM12 B BEPAHHE Intermediate

A. Listen to the following two reports from Berlin. Keep the
following questions in mind.

1. What does rAr stand for?

2. A Soviet delegation headed by Grishin has arrived in Berlin
for a celebration. What is the occasion?

3. Four Soviet groups will be performing in Berlin. Look at
the list and pick the groups which were actually mentioned
in the broadcast:

(a) The Bolshoi Opera (b) USSR State Symphony
(c) Taganka Theater (d) The Raikin Comedy Team
(e) Aleksandrov Army Chorus (f) Leningrad Music Hall
(g) Acrobats and gymnasts (h) Circus performers

4. What exhibits will NOT be seen:

(a) sculpture (b) film (c) architecture (d) books
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B. More number practice. Read the genitive case of these
numbers aloud. Note the place of stress:

CTO
ABécTn
TpficTa
meTgpecTa
BATbC6T [nicriacem]

MeCTbC6T
cembcen
BOCeHbC6T (sacembc6T]
AeBETbC6T (BILBHTbC6T)
Tgcsma [Tgc-ma] or (Tgma) -
Note also c6Tint

411,

Moo

cTa
ABYXC6T
TpexcoT
meTupdxcóT
BATHC6T [BHTHC6T]
MeCTHCOT
cerinct5T
BOCUMHC6T (BalCbHHC6T)
AeBRTHC6T [AHMITHC6T]
TQCXMH, TiaCXNE (TgC-IiH], [TaCHR]
"hundreds of..."

Now fill in the blanks following the report from Berlin:

B Tenénne nneR ccneTcxne macTepi

ncxyccTs AamyT B BepAnne if B pyrgx ropoAix ur 66Aee

xonAepTon. C HX cnexTixAsimn,

BucTyménasain KB xongepTax, MBCTb KoTopux 6ygeT TpancinlponaTbca

no TeminlAeinno, no3namimmTca

TpyAsimnxcn pr.... B 3TH HHHSTTM, xorAa HAAT nporpamma «BpeHm»,

B 60ABMOM 3age geopgi, BHeulimmett

nalTemeR, HammaeTcsi npa3gmlimail

KoggepT....

so
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OnEPA <MEPEBINKH» Intermediate High

A. Watch the report and answer these questions.

1. Who wrote the music for the opera?
2. Which best characterizes this work: fantasy, tragedy,

social commentary, or polemic?
3. From what author's work is the story line taken?
4. Whom did the director ask to participate in the

performance?

B. Would you be interested in seeing this performance? Why or
why not?
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CONSUMER GOODS AND SERVICES

In recent years Soviet television has devoted more and more
time to discussion of the consumer economy. Fashion, food, and
alcohol are prominent in media discussions. How do you imagine
the Soviet media handle each of these topics? Watch the
reports below, and do the exercises given. Keep an eye out for
whether your expectations of what you will see and hear matches
what is shown.

TOBAPH H3 BBETHAMA Novice High

A. Watch this report to find out:

1. What product does Vietnam ship to the USSR?
2. At which two times of the year is there a high demand for

this product?
3. What other products does Vietnam produce for the Soviet

women's market?

B. Use context to pick the meanings of these words:

rsow(Axa: carnation violet houseplant lilac
msélbout: exporter florist fruitgrower clothesmaker
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MOY B BEPAHHE

A. Watch this report to find out:

1. What sort of show was this?
2. How many participants were there?
3. How big was the audience?

Novice High

B. Russian has a number of words for competition. Determine
which ones you heard in this report:

COCTR3aHHe - contest; game

copeeHosime - contest; competition (in sports, for example)

xinixypc - competition (for a place in college, for instance)

xositypélimis - process which describes ximxypc

C. Hundreds and thousands: Review. As you have seen, numbers
play a large part in any televised report. Review the
numbers of tens, hundreds, and thousands out loud. Pay
attention to stress and reduction problems. Particularly
tricky areas are indicated in phonetic brackets.

TENS

=imam
TralsmaTt.
cópox
IMETbReCRT
mecTibmcsT
cembsecsT
BOCeHbReCRT
AeBRHOCTO
CTO

[nsssciT]
(mmosscsir]
(cesbsscmr)
(sócsmAscHT]
(AssmicicTa]

HUNDREDS

Asécrs
TrAcTa
nevapecra
HfiTbCc5T
MeCTbCt5T
CeHbam
socembcciT
AeBRTbCoT
TMCRqa

(HHTC6T]

(sacmicerr]
(Asswrcin]
Urgicsma]
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THOUSANDS

ae TgICRMH (TQCMH]
TpH TaCRMH
meT4pe Tacsme "

HAM TaCRM [TEICHM]
MeCTb TiaCSM
cemb TAcsm 11

socemb Tsicem "

AéBRTb TACRM "

A6CRTb TaCRM "
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HOBMR EYPHAA MOA Novice High

A. This report is about the reshaping of a new fashion
magazine. Watch the report for the following information:

1. Fashion houses from a number of cities were represented at
the opening for this magazine. What cities were
represented?

2. How many copies of each issue will be printed?

3. Which one of the following statements did you hear in the
report?

a. Since the new offices for the magazine will be located on
Kuznetsky Most, Kuznetsky Most will become the street of
Soviet fashion.

b. The magazine will be hiring reporters from France, Italy,
and America to do fashion reviews.

c. Vogue and Glamour will be establishing editorial offices in
Moscow to bring word of Soviet fashion to the United
States.

B. Key phrases:

BlypHia cyttlecTskeT pie 6óiee copoxi aer - The magazine has
existed for over 40 years.

Coliveptuémo mmeminacb ero xoligénums - It's concept has changed
entirely.

moA6ab (cam) design, pattern (not "model" like Christie Brinkley)
H3AaBiTbcg THpazem - to be published with a circulation of

... copies
yAsearrcsi - will double
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KOHgEPT Intermediate

A. Watch the report to find out:

1. Where did the concert take place?
2. What is everybody celebrating?
3. The report notes that Soviet trading firms participated in

the events for the first time. What are some of their
names?

4. What sorts of items were displayed?
5. What does the Czech rock star wish for all women?
6. Where is singer Radig Foments from?

B. Use the report to find out how to say:

new clothing designs
the best dressed man in the hall
I wish all our women happiness and love

C. Prizes for performances - Note these words:

BLIKTOpAHa - quiz contest
ayxgmóm - auction
no6enATenb - winner
naypekr - winner
o6nankrenb qrpam npms» - winner of the Gran Prix
xemxypc - contest
sacnkmemmun apTACT - title given to award-winning performers
ymácTmmx CIMCTHBiAR - festival participant
copenmonimme - competition
copenmkmcb, copenmonincn - compete

D. Hollday Greetings:

Hosnpannsim (x0r0-MTO c mem): nosnpannsim sac c npá3nmmx0m!
ZeniTb / noicenim (miry mero): Zenam nam cmicTbs!
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APMAHCKAA OBYBI) Intermediate

A. This report touts the quality of shoes produced by a
Yerevan factory. Listen for the following information.
Then determine whether the report was essentially upbeat or
critical.

1. What is special about the factory that produces these
shoes?

2. How long has this operation been in business?
3. At what trade fair are these shoes to go on display?
4. How many designs are displayed?
5. How many shoes does this factory turn out in an average

month?
6. How many new designs are produced per week?
7. What is the maximum number of shoes produced for an

individual design?
8. What is the brand name of the shoes produced here?
9. What countries have become partners in this Yerevan

operation?
10. The shoe production here was 700,000 last year. What is

the goal set for the end of the five-year plan?

B. Shoetown words:

o6ysb (oira: nero- 66y1314) - footwear
canemmun - adj. for shoemaking: candamoe HCKkCCTBO - the

cobbler's art
canómirm - cobbler; shoemaker
cancir canor*) - boot
rapa (Mero) - pair

C. Other words you will need for this report:

sipmapxa - trade fair
moAéab (oira) - design; patterr

(not model like Christie 13rinkley)
mipaa - brand name
3apyGémin3i - foreign
neTnnéTaa (nnrimiéTaa] - five year plan
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D. Practice with numbers in genitive. Review:

As you can see from this report, numbers in newscasts are
given mostly in the genitive because they occur in
constructions such as:

PREPOSITION
mono - approximately
csAme (6onee) - more than
HAme (mémee) - less than
Ao - as much (many) as
H3 (OT, C) - from

EXAMPLE
OX0B0 AByXCOT MBIJIHH
cimme Tpex mmaamomom py6nett
meHee nRTHCOT menomex
A0 HHamaTm nsTm rpaxtycort
H3 cemmAecmTm IIRTH cTpam

Note that a number in genitive (or any other declined
case) declines for every digit: "of 55" = naTmAecsTm rums.

In many cases there is a stress shift, and that leads to
severe vowel reduction, which is noted below in brackets.
It is important to practice the reduction because if you cio
not expect to hear it, you will miss the number on tape.

oxmoról oHmelti
Hityx
Tpex
meTupdx
naTA (nmTA]

mecTA
cemA
HocBmA [BacbmA]
AeBRTA [HimmTA]
HecmTA (AmcmTA]

Teens:
Drop -b and add -H. Don't change the stress:
oHAHHamaTm, AsemixmaTm, etc.

Tens:
AlimAgaTA [miattuTA]
TpmmaTA [rpm:HATA]
copoxi [capaxi]
mmTAHecnTA [nmTAAmcmTA]

mecTAHecmTA [miacTAAmcmTA]
cemAixecmTA [cmmAHmcmTA]
socbmAgecnTA (macbmAAmcmTA]
AeBRH6CTB [AH9H16CTB]

Hundreds:
CTa, Hityxcerr, TpeXCOT, meTupexcoT, nRTHC6T, mecTmcft,
cemmcciT, BOCLHHC6T, AeBRTHC6T

Thousands:
TAcmgm, Hpyx Tacsn, Tpex TaCRM, meTupex mmTA TAcmg, etc.
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Millions:
HHAMN6Ha, nnyx HHJUIlleni0B1 IIRTH MRARW5H08, etc.

Billions:
mmanmipna, nnyx mmnnmapnos, Tpdx mmnnmipnon, etc.

VIES pum KAZAWO 113 HAC Intermediate High

A. Watch this report on bakeries, and answer the questions.

1. Who had complained about poor bread quality?

2. What corrective measures were taken in Saratov?

3. What problem remains in the Moscow area?

4. What was the complaint in Volgograd?

5. Summarize the comments of the speakers interviewed:

Speaker 1 (white-haired man):

Speaker 2 (man with glasses):

Speaker 3 (one of two young women):

Speaker 4 (older white-haired woman):

Speaker 5 (woman with glasses):

6. What were some of the reasons the manager gave for the poor
selection?

7. What did the commentator have to say about the distinction
made between xAe6flue omaeAu and 6y4omnue?

B. What do the following words mean?

neaapne -
6knomnam -
xné6HuR ontén (Harambia)
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C. Use context to figure out the meanings of the following
statements:

1. IlpeAcTasHTeam xae6o-nexapHo1 npomumneHHocTH coo6mam, qTO
no npocb6e noxynaTeneti npormAnTcH 6onbmaH pa6oTa no
yseammeinno xne6O-6ynonHux HsAernill manoti maccu, xoTopue
noALayamcs nommenumm cnpocom.

2. 3T0T xne6 norn23yemcs1 otteub maAe MbilUX cnpocom CO CTOPOHU
noxynaTeneti.

3. OCHOBHan nimgmna 1faAo6 noxynaTenell mei-le/mast pa6oTa
xne6o3aHoAoH.

4. Xne6 HopmanbHuti, HO 6.THDKe K semepy, xne6a HeT.

5. B nepsyw ottepeAb cHaftamTcH Hce 6yaolmue, H MUM nocae
xne6Hue oTAeau.

D. Abbreviations with -mom. Contemporary Russian is filled
with word abbreviations. Some of the most common end in
-Kom. In this report you heard the store manager report
that she had written to the executive committee of t city
of Volgograd. Listen for how to say "executive coranittee"
in Russian and then figure out the meanings of these
committees:

panxem -
napTxóm -
mecTxcim -

E. Synonyms: which word in eac: of the following groups of
synonyms was used?

1. B csoe HpemH, xorAa-To B npomnom
2. ininero He xynAH, c nycTamm pyrxamH
3. HennoxoN, HopmaabHuR, npHafigHug
4. aAmHHHcTpaTop, AmpéxTop, saséAymmmil
5. HamAnbcTso, pylautóiacTlito, ynpaBnélime
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qA2 Intermediate High

A. Listen to the report and find out:

1. What part of the country is this report from?
2. How much of the country's tea does the area mentioned

produce?
3. How are people encouraged to drink tea?
4. What is served in the disco bar?
5. What has happened to the sale of alcoholic beverages since

this project was undertaken?
6. What products have taken up the slack of alcohol sales?

B. Note the following words:

(Cxonbxo) npHxoAHT Ha Aónw (nero) - So-and-so accounts for x
amount: <60 npoileHTon nimixoAHT Ha Aonn 9Toro palloHa.

ypimmtaTu - to grow (a crop)
noxonéHHe - generation
Tpénnuti
ne6p6A - thyme
HsiTa - mint
Tpani - herbs; grass
siroAa
nnoA (nnoma) - fruit(s)
moronkAHO = MOTO HapoAy
o6cTaluirma - surroundings
cnocc56cTnosaTb (nemy) - encourage (+ abstract noun)
coxpaméHHe - cut-back > coxpamiTb(cH) / coxpaTáTb(cs)
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C. Now fill in the blanks. Use the report you just listened
to as a model.

1. Bonee cemnnecRTH man npouenTos npomssoncTsa

sToro pationa.

2. Tpannumn, KoTopue CBH3BHM C Hp0H3BOACTBOM naR nepenamTcR 113

3. 3TOT aI1 saBapnnaeTcR c ne6peuom, c MHTOR H C npyrmmn

, npnnammumn nannTKy

nenosTopnmun nicyc.

4. B ymTnoll no nomamnemy MOWHO

norm:town, c npysbRun HRH npocTo oTnoxnyTb.

5. MHHHHBTHBHOCTb, HBCTOWIHBOCTb, HOHCK WOTHHKOB Toprosnn

nemano cnoco6cTsonan ynoTpe6neinno B

ropone anroronbnux
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OPYKTOBUE =SABO! Advanced

This report is about an exhibition on fruit additives set
up by Gosagroprom, the state agricultural industrial
organization.

A. Watch the report and answer the questions.

1. What is the main point of the report?

a. Fruit additives result in healthier, more cheaply processed
foods.

b. Manufacturers can best use fruit for non-alcoholic
products.

c. New food processing methods permit a wider variety of
preserves.

d. Consumers should switch from sugar and starch desserts to
fruit.

2. What is the one critical aspect of the report?

a. The new products have not received wide distribution.
b. People steadfastly refuse to buy the new products.
c. The new products have been improperly packaged.
d. The new products are good for you but unappetizing.

3. Who was not represented at the exhibit?

a. The Nutrition Research Institute.
b. The dairy, bread, and meat industries.
c. Food processors from the USSR republics.
d. The Soviet Ministry of Trade.

C. Useful words

nopomx* - powder mix
cupbe - raw products
lionfema - novelty
COKpaWiTb / COltpaT*Tb tO cut back
cnmpr - alcohol
Técro - dough
Haimmo-HccnénosaTenbcrudi HHTOTHT7T (MN) - research institute
o6mécTsemme nwrinme - public nutrition
tinnénite - food product
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D. Find out how to say the following in Russian:

milk products -
fruit additives -
berry additives -
candy manufacturers -
applesauce -

AHTEI1HOE YHPABAEHHE MOCKBU Advanced

A. Watch the report for the following information:

1. Name one of the things that the reporter complains about in
his piece on the Moscow pharmaceutical distribution center.

2. What does the director say about how much longer this
situation is likely to continue?

3. Why isn't the distribution center automated?

B. Words you will need:

canan (Ha canine) - warehouse
noncci6Hoe nomeméme - basement housing
nünecxa - sign
omyaléHHe - feeling
nnagenHuti - deplorable
npemeHHuti - temporary
MocconeT - Moscow City Council
cnkla6a snpanoxpamémni - health services

C. In what contexts were the following expressions used?

Pi3Be BO3HenCHa B Taxott TeCHOTé aBTOHaTH3i4H1 npomnóncTna?
A 3T0 CTOJBWHOE anTeaoynpannéHHe!
Hepnoe owyméme 6uno "He Tyni non.nm".
XOTenOcb 6w BiaCita3aTID Hanaany Ha TO, 'ITO paccriftpeH 6yner

nonpoc, mr06u HU nHecTe co Cakil6OR 3ApaBOxpalléHHR 611111H
KalL-TO psinom.
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FEATURE FILMS

The Soviet film industry, after years of dedication to
revolutionary fervor (as personified by Sergei Eisentein,
Pudovskin and Dovzhenko in the early period of Soviet power)
began to feel comfortable with the notion of commercial film-
making in the 1970s. A prime example of such a commercial film
is cBonbulan nepemelia», produced by Mosfilm for Soviet
television in 1974.

BoAbmas nepemena is no cinematic tour de force. But it is
enjoyable and easy to follow even with a minimum amount of
comprehension skills. As in the exercises that you have done
before, do not try to understand every word. Do only what is
asked of you. Use the pictures on the screen and the context
of the situation to help you along. And enjoy!

BOMMAR HEPEMEHA, tIACTb I

BOAMMA nepemena is a popular 1974 made-for-television
movie, set in a Southern Russian industrial city. The hero,
Hecmop Hemposum Cesepos, is a brilliant college graduate who
becomes an adult education teacher. As you will see, the
adults in his class are really just grown-up children.

In Part I, Nestor takes his graduate entrance exams. Keep
in mind that graduate study in the Soviet Union is taken much
more seriously than in the United States, and competition for
the handful of slots in each institution is fierce. Entrance
exams are oral. Graduate degrees are also taken more
seriously. The degree of Kanauaam nayx is more prestigious
than our master's degree, but not quite equivalent to an
American doctorate. A amolop mart, however, has completed the
most rigorous of requirements, including a published
dissertation. The degree is awarded to few and is practically
unattainable before the onset of middle age.

The other characters you will meet in Part I are npoeeccop
Bunmop HnanoButi BOA000K, HoAuna, and Bausw. As you watch the
film, determine what role each plays.
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A. As you watch the film keep the following questions in mind.

1. What sort of student is Néstor?
2. What is Vanya's relationship to Polina? Does it change?
3. What "line" does Néstor use to Introduce himself to Polina?
4. How far along is Néstor is his studies?
5. What is Néstor's major?
6. Polina calls Vanya. Where does she tell him to meet her?
7. What is the surprise in store for Ványa?
8. Why is Polina at the institute on the day of Néstor's exam?
9. Is Néstor worried about the outcome of the exam?
10. What form does the exam take?
11. What exchange takes place between Polina and Professor

Volosyuk?
12. Volosyuk tells Nestor: Mcmuma (truth) aopose. What is the

outcome of the exam?
13. In its narrow meaning Harm is usually translated as

science. Is that meaning appropriate in this film?
14. What happens to the relationship between Nestor and Polina

after the exam?
15. What does Polina say about Vanya as a friend?

B. You will find the following phrases helpful:

Paspemfte samH BOCXIIMiTlaCR - Allow me to compliment you...
Bu Hems AocTORHu - You are worthy of me.
upésime cnasime - ancient Slays
camOH Ana Hoso6pamHux - store for newlyweds
AoriALIBaTbCR - guess
3HamHT, He sospasiemb? - So you have no objections?
gpyróro Tosipa HeT - There's nothing else in stock.
6onbmcie rope - mi*ery
nonsfiscs KoHicypOHT - a competitor (applicant) has shown up
nposanftbcH (nposankcia, nposiammscs) - to fail (in school, on

an exam, etc.)
conépHHK - rival, competitor: conépummecTso
COHHelitiTlaCR - doubt
nO6Hoe mOcTo - place of execution or beheading
HOsas ny6ausalms
Bu He BHHOBiTI4 - You're not to blame.
csasiTiacs (cAabcb, csadmcg) - give up
posHiThcs saHoso - to be reborn from the start
kraimua =/= raynem
ue nousivia (nimns) *CTHHHoe crnmsime - not realize one's true

calling in life
Tpyc - coward
Tpsima - rag (literally and figuratively)
Ma311113aTb / OlEal3aiTb (Komy) nomomb = nomorirb
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MUMMA IMETEMEHA, qACTb II

Part II opens with Nestor Severov's first look at his new
place of employment: a local school, which in the evenings
serves the working community as a school for high school
equivalency.

As part of his rites of initiation, Nestor is made imaccumfi
pptosoaumeAb of the school's worst group, class 9-A (ninth
grade, group A). The imaccumn pymoBoaumem, is somewhat like a
homeroom teacher, but he has many more responsibilities: he
answers for the students' attendance, as well as the general
course of their work over the school year.

The characters you will meet in this segment are given in
their order of appearence.

TeTil mndma rópqxlman
AmpeTop =ORM
TaTbsula IlnaBnomia- BaBym (vice-principal)
CBeTnalia AoDalib.claema yturremiuma pyccxoro R3UKa
Fpurepull ramcd Tpymiutl, ymemIx
liétum ReuBdBa ymemlua
Zeu46B - ee oTeu (played by EVgeny Leonov, one of the USSR's

most prolific character actors).
OTTO OkKHH ymemix-yxpallueu
rélia MAI-fumes - ymemix, pa6oTamuma BTopym cmélly

A. Watch this segment paying attention to the following:

1. Who does the cleaning lady think Nestor is? What is her
comment when she finds out the truth?

2. What are some of the differences between children and
adults as students?

3. What paper does Nestor accidentally give the principal
instead of his diploma?

4. Why are all the teachers so excited about Nestor's arrival?
5. Where is Nestor sent to look for Ganzhá. Who does Ganzhi

take Nestor for?
6. What happens when Nestor first enters the classroom?
7. What does he ask Nelli Lednyova to do?
8. Why do all the students laugh at Nestor's threat to her?
9. What happens when Nestor asks his first question (on Otto

Bismarck)?
10. What does Nestor promise to do for Lyapishev?
11. Why does Ganzhi get a two on his composition?
12. What argument does Nelli have with her father?
13. Who turns out to be the Lednyovs' next door neighbor?
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B. Useful words

OTCTaBiTb (oTcTai) / OTCTiTb (OTCTilly) (no memy) - to be behind
(in something)

npmecTit (nTo-xoro) s nopsinox - to straighten (something) up
npsiTaTiaca (npanycb, npAmeTca) / cnpsiTaTbcx - to hide (oneself)
Hm mbra (mam) HH nepi - Break a leg. (The standard answer to

this is K nepTy! which Nestor is hesitant to say to an
elderly superior).

cTipocTa - "class president" The cTápocTa is responsible for
reporting attendance to the xnaccmg pymmonmTenb. He is
also supposed to help those students who are doing poorly.

BIOUBiTb / Ba3BaTb (BasomyT) xoro-mTo icy= - to call someone
(e.g. parents) in; Ba3BaTb (ymemmxi) - to call on (a
student)

npoxonftb / npoRT* maTepmin - to cover material (in class)
o6emiTb (o6emimT) Komy - to promise
sect.* ce6g - to behave (said of people only): Re ymeemb ce6m

secmu B xyAbmypnom o6wecmBel
cam, cami, cimm + adj. - You're the one that's... Cam

cam gdpcTimai! - You're the one who's dry and brittle!
Baw6RATbCR / BAM6aTbCH (13 xoro-mTo) - to fall in love (with

someone.

C. Who says the following things and in what contexts are they
said?

3T0T HeciplicKuti rallwd OHHTb cnpfiTanca OT mem!
)1141 oTcloAa, Imansig!
KaK BL1 o6pamaeTecb c ylniTenbmuefl!
CeRtiac we npeKpaTATe 6a3Ap!
Hu 3aAépwitaaeTe Knacc!
MH 3T0 He npoxonAnm!

B mxony, X05AHIllb, a noTom 6au! BTopaa cména...! You
spend your time going to school, and then zap! You have to
work second shift!

H noroHopm c Hamm' HataRbCTBOH.

Bu
r0.11!

mHe noHpámTecb, xorna HammeTe CO4HHBHHB Ha HATI).
B TBOH ronm He 6éramT B mxony!

13
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D. Song at the end of Part 1.

MN Bu6Hpaem, Hac Bu6HpamT,
Kax 3T0 qacTo He coBnaAaeT.
R 3a To6om caenym Tema°,
R nplauxam x HecoBnaxieHHam.

R npHBuxam, a Te6e
Tu He y3Haemh, aa H He Ham,
Tu He IT3Haemh H He nomoscemb...
4To He crummnoch, BmecTe He CROZHMh.

KTO OMH6eTCH, KTO yraAaeT?
Pa3Hoe cvacThe Ham BunamaeT.
gacTo npocToe xa*eTca B3AopHum,
gepHoe 6eaum, 6enoe qêpHum.
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BOAT:MASI HEPENEHA, qACTb III

In this episode Nestor tries to adjust to his new life.
His first job, of course, is to gain control over the unruly
9-A class. He also must deal with the plant where the students
work to free up time so that they can attend school.

1. CEPbE3HUR PA3rOBOP MARAY num* H CBETAAHA ACAHACbEBHOR

A. Watch this segment paying attention to the following:

1. How does Ganzha entice Svetlana Afanasievna up to his
apartment?

2. What does Svetlana Afanasievna want to talk to Ganzha
about?

3. What do we find out about Ganzha and Svetlana once they are
in the apartment?

4. What does Ganzha threaten to do if Svetlana doesn't begin
giving him good grades?

B. Useful words

nepecrynirb/nepecrynirrb nopor - to cross the threshold
(entrance).

nsemtrumK = ymemmx, Koropmg nonymaeT ABORKm
CKIMIBiTb/CITUTb (cKpóemb) - to hide
(Komy) maAoéao - (someone) is fc. up: Mme maaoeAo ace amo

cmpusamb!
Bc6 OcriHeTCH no npamemy - Everything will stay the same.

C. Find out how to say in Russian:

You'll never give me an A!
To switch schools

1 5
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2. HECTOP IIPHEIRMAETC2 3A PABOTY

A. In this part we meet Gena Lyapishev's foreman, Petrykin.
Watch the text with these questions in mind.

1. What does the principal give Nestor a pep talk about?
2. How does she define the job Nestor has ahead of him?
3. What motivates her ck-mcern?
4. Nestor goes to the plant to get Lyapishev switched to first

shift so that he can attend school at night. How does the
boss react to Nestor's suggestion that Lyapishev trade
shifts with Petrykin, his foreman?

5. How does Petrykin react to the suggestion? How does he
compare himself to Nestor?

6. What does Nestor want to prove to Petrykin?
7. How do Nelli's feelings about Nestor become apparent at the

plant?
8. What does Fukin's wife think when Nestor first comes to see

why her husband is never in class?

B. Useful expressions:

11p0H31345ACTBeHHHK
noceMiTb mony - to attend school (i.e. not cutting class)
Taxide mTkmal nixHyT cym5H - Tricks like that smell of trouble

in court.
nocTaHosnéme (o meH) - set of guidelines: Du mumaAu nortoe

nocmauolvieuue o BeNepuea micoAe?
o6xwarbcsi/o6oRTticb (6e3 nero) - to do (without something): Tym

6e3 Bucmea mamemammu ue o6otiadmbcs.
/MOT - jerk
naTsoplITE. - to cause a mess: A om mmo namsopiA?

3. HECTOP H AMA

A. Watch this segment.

1. Why has Nestor come to Ganzha's house?
2. How does Ganzha explain Svetlana's portrait on the wall.
3. How does Nestor interpret matters?
4. What does Ganzha say about Svetlana's feelings for him?
5. What does Nestor tell Ganzha about how he should channel

his feelings?
6. Why is Nestor surprised when he comes back to get the bags

that Svetlana "forgot"?
7. What does Nestor tell Svetlana at school? How does she react?

1 6
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B. Useful expressions.

Hesimmo = naoxo
minosaTbcs: sanymcb (Ha Horo-nTo) - to complain
Hosen6Hme - behavior: Aeno 13 TOM, 4TO mu He umaem upHlimmy moero

nozeneHMH.
nonynkzbcm/nonymATLcs - to turn out (good or bad): 3Ta

cpoTorpatHn oqewb ynalmo nonymmnacb.
OTHOCATIsCit (K Homy-memy) - to feel (about someone): Kax oHa x

Ham OTHOCHTCR?
meramb (Homy HenaTb mTo) - to interfere (with someone's doing

something)
Hao6opioT - just the opposite; au contraire
ynenimb/measITI. (Homy-memy) 1111MHaHHC tO pay attention (to

something)

C. How do you say the following in Russian?

You and I have to do something about you!
This is a pretty nice place you have here.
If he loved me, he'd get A's and B's.

4. HA YPOKE

A. Watch this segment and answer the questions. Note that the
younger students refer to Stepan Lednyov using the short
form of his OTtleCTBO alone: CTenamum to show warm
familiarity.

1. Why is Nestor sitting in on this class?
2. What writer is Fukin reporting on?
3. What does Nestor say after class about Svetlana's treatment

of Ganzha?

B. Useful expressions:

HpHmeciThcs - to comb one's hair
ypoHATI, - to drop: 3T0 KOHeMHO BM ypommnm mutry!
K nocHé!
odi Bac na6n1n... cHa3ana Ombra AmucHas 06nomopy...
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5, HECTOP CEBEPOB H BAHR eggocimm

A. Watch the encounter between Nestor and Polina's old flame
Vanya.

1. What is Nestor's purpose in seeing Vanya?
2. What position does Vanya have in class?
3. How does Nestor try to make Vanya show respect for him as a

teacher?
4. What does Vanya assume about Nestor and Polina?
5. What is Nestor led to believe about Polina and Vanya?
6. What conversation takes place between Vanya and Nelli?

B. Useful expressions:

mextoogéluman, - to underestimate
BeBécTa - fiancée: Om memuAcs ma moeU meBecme.

C. Who says the following?

1. You think love is people sighing on a park bench? It's
life's hard truth: hellish torture!

2. He's not my type. But he's okay as a teacher.

6. HECTOP CHACAET 0EAOCKHHA

A. In this segment Vanya is involved in an industrial accident
and needs a blood transfusion.

1. Why does Nestor insist on giving blood for Vanya's
transfusion?

2. Whose blood does Vanya think he has received?
3. What does he say when he finds out the truth?
4. What was said about "Nestor's great victory over Petrykin's

selfishness"? What does that mean for Lyapishev?

B. Useful words.

nepermBime Kp6BH
coBnaAiTh/coBnicTb - to coincide, to be the same: Y Bac mozem

me coBnacmh apynna
&anaemia, - doctor's excuse (for work missed)
3anac - reserve: Y mac emu". CBOU Banacu
(Komy) Immo (xoro-vro) - Hue cmapuma ataduco.
H3BHyTpH - from within
3r0H3H - selfishness > 3roftT
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7. FAIBRY 3ABPABB B mumummi, BABNMEB MENIAL..

A. In this segment Svetlana reports that while at work Ganzha
was arrested for "deriding another human being" (113aeBa-
meAbOWO maa meAosemom). When Nestor notes that Ganzha's
arrest will require that a member of his family be called
into school, Svetlana breaks down and cries: q npumAa. If
that weren't enough, Lyapishev, for whom Nestor has fought
so hard, betrays his teachers. All of these events have
taken its toll on Severov. Watch the segment and find out:

1. What is Svetlana forced to tell Nestor?
2. What happens once Lyapishev is free of his second shift

duties?
3. What do the students decide about their behavior in class

once Nestor is asleep.
4. Describe Nestor's dream.
5. Why does Nestor go to see the principal after he wakes up.
6. Of what does the principal accuse him? What does she order

him to do?

B. Vocabulary

OCTCkTCTBOBaTb Kmo omcymcmByem?
si6exta - tattle-tale: Om maAyemcm ma mac momy-mo, Aomem 61mu,

aupemmopyl
B3ABTéTb - to take off (of a plane): CamoAem me B3Aemuml
H3rHán, (onuita) = BiarHaTb
yCHkTb
climcxoxaéltme - condescension, coddling

C. Based on the film, how would you say:

I dozed off in class
I am not worthy of any coddling.
They called me too late. Otherwise I wouldn't have let you

into class.
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MAMMA nEPEMEHA 11ACTb IV

Part IV shows us Nestor at his best. His nemesis Vanya
Fedoskin feels obligated to return to school because of
Nestor's life-saving blood donation. He enters the class still
in his hospital garb, apologizing for not having brought his
bookbag.

Meanwhile Ganzha, up to his old tricks, has been ordered by
his supervisor at work to attend class in the presence of a
police officer. He manages to make a fool of both teachers and
the cop.

Aleksandr Petrykin, the plant foreman is still smarting
from having been tricked into giving up his first shift so that
Gena could go to school. Now Petrykin comes back to make sure
that whatever.remaining free time Gena has is spent
"culturally": no dances, no ferris wheels, and no girlfriend.

Back at zhool Svetlana is now convinced that Ganzha's poor
performance in school means that he really doesn't love her.
Ganzha returns home from his last "probationary" meeting with
his police guardians to an unpleasant surprise. Watch for the
fight between Sveta and Ganzha. Find out why Nestor refuses to
intercede on Ganzha's behalf.

Over at Nelli's house Lednyov has gone back to his books,
but he finds himself too tired to study seriously. He decides
to try sleep learning (" marimull Aemoa"), which produces
hilarious results later.

Nelli herself is still secretly after Nestor's heart and
constantly bakes him things to eat, which she has Tetya Glasha
deliver. An incident in class gives her secret activity away,
much to her distress.

Despite such classroom incidents, Nestor has grown
accustomed to his new role in life, as Professor Volosyuk finds
out when he runs into Nestor and his students on the bus. The
chance meeting, however, inspires one of Nestor's students to
apply immediately to acnupammypa (without the formality of
finishing high school). Whom should he meet at the
neaoaoaumecxu0 uncmumym but Polina, Nestor's old flame.

Nestor's student very quickly establishes that graduate
school is not the thing for him to do right now. After all,
the stipend, ninety bucks ("90 pa") does not allow for high
living.

11.0
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Nevertheless, the meeting prompts Polina to come to school
to see her onetime fiancee, who by now is the most popular
teacher in the school with his own history fan club. Vanya, of
course, still thinks that Polina is married to Nestor ("Ha
csoeao nolip6osambca npumAa?").

The quarter has finally come to an end, and it's time for
the nocAeanuU 6a4, where all the loose ends are tied up. Watch
and find out:

1. What does Nestor convince Gena's girlfriend to do?
2. What conversation takes place between Fedoskin and Severov?
3. What conversation does Nestor have witA Svetlana?
4. What does Vanya end up saying to Polina?
5. What happens between Nelli and Nestor?
6. Who does Nestor end up with in the 6enuti TaHeu? (What is a

6erud1 TaHeu?)
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